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ABSTRACT 

Forced air distribution systems in residential buildings 

are often located outside the conditioned space, for example, 

in attics, crawl spaces, garages, and basements. Leaks from the 

ducts to these unconditioned spaces or outside can change 

flows through the registers and change the ventilation rates of 

the conditioned spaces. In this study, duct leakage flows were 

measured in several low-rise apartment buildings. The leak

age flow measurements and other data about the apartments 

were used to develop a prototype apartment building. The 

multizone airflow model COMIS was then used on this proto

type building to determine internal flows within the building, 

airflows through the building envelope, and the impacts of the 

duct leakage on the ventilation rates. The effects of sealing the 

duct leaks were also examined in order to determine changes 

in infiltration rates resulting from duct retrofits. The simula

tion results showed that for the prototype tested here, the excess 

return leakage tended to decrease envelope infiltration flows 

by about 20%, but the total infiltration load, including return 

duct leaks, more than doubled during system operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing body of knowledge illustrating the 
effects of duct leakage on building energy consumption 
(Walker et al. 1996; Jump et al. 1996; Palmiter and Francisco 
1996; Cummings et al. 1994; ASHRAE 1998). Leaks to 
outside conditioned space from supply ducts represent a direct 
loss of space-conditioning energy. For return duct leaks from 
outside conditioned space, the effect on the duct system is 
more subtle. What is important is the difference in temperature 
(or enthalpy for cooling systems) between indoor air (that 

should be entering the return duct) and air surrounding the 

returns that enters the return system through the leaks. For 

example, a return leak in a cold basement cools the air in the 
return duct. This results in cooler air being supplied to the 

conditioned space and longer system on-times to meet the 

same building load. The last effect of duct leakage is the 

change of building ventilation rate due to imbalances between 

the supply and return register flows into and out of the condi

tioned space. In a system with no leaks (or equal supply and 
return leaks), there is the same flow out of the supplies as into 
the returns, and the flow through the envelope of the building 

will not be affected by the duct system during system opera

tion. However, if there are more supply duct leaks than return 

duct leaks to unconditioned spaces, then the return register 

will suck more air out of the conditioned space than enters 
through the supply registers. This depressurizes (relative to 
when the system is not operating) the space and results in more 

air being drawn in through the envelope of the building, thus 

increasing the ventilation rate and the energy load of the build

ing. Conversely, with excess return leakage, the conditioned 
space becomes pressurized and the inflow through the enve

lope is reduced, hence reducing the airflow rate through the 

envelope of the building. In addition, individual rooms in the 
conditioned space can be pressurized or depressurized more 
than others when systems have multiple supply registers and 

few return registers. For example, the flow for a room with 

only a supply register can be limited by the flow restriction of 

a closed door between the room and the space with the return 
register. This pressurizes the room and reduces its infiltration 
rate (an estimate of the magnitude of this effect will be 

discussed later). Note that in this paper, the pressurization and 
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depressurization caused by system operation are determined ·.� 
relative to when the system is off and not on an absolute basis. 

: A key 11oir�.in this paper is the separation of the envglope 
flow.s from the t��al ventilation rate. The total ventilation 
includes, the flow'into return leaks from outside the condi
tioned space. The net effect of system operation then depends 
on the magnitudes of both the duct leakage flows and tP.e 
changes in envelope flows. If,the return leak flow is greater 
than the reduction in envelope :\Jow:'then the net effect is to 
increase the infiltration !o�d. For �y�p�� :�1.1nnl" lP�lc� thi� 

,. . 
... _.., ... _._. .,..,. .,.-rr ... .J .. _. ......... .,., .......... .,. 

complication does not occur and the supply leakage flows ar� 
made up by extra inflow through the building envefope on'ly. 

To obtain an estimate for the magnitude of these duct 
leak�g� effects on the envelope flow.;5., c_a:lculatio�s were made 
using the multizone ventilation model COMIS (Feustal and 
Raynor-Hoosen 1990), As with all model simulations the 
a1mlicabiJily aiid i1�terpretation of the results depend on 

'
how 

realistic the input data is. In this study, the duct system flows, 
envelope leakage, and interzonal leakag� (e.g., door under
cuts) were all based on field measurements in several1�prut� 
mf'm buildings. U1is implies that the result,s wer:e typical for: 
the housing sto9k u.s�p for these studies: low-tjst; apartment 
buildings. 

-

For this �tudy, field 'measurements �ere made of du'(/ 
system flows in 23 apartments in eight building$ in New Y0fk 
S����· Some of these measurements are discussed in greater 
detailin Wal�e,r et al. ( 1996). The duct.�ystem riieasurements 
were made before and after a duct retrofit. The retrofit 
inv�l�l(d se�lin'g duct leaks and addin& i��,ul�tion· to the 
exposed ducts in :the apartment building basements (these 
were the ac,cessible portions of the duct systems). Additional 
measurements i'.h other similar apartrricntbuildiri.g� wdrc used 

•J ' ,j ; •  , 1':>.'''· . , . . , 
to estimat� envelope Ieci.kage (NYSERDA 1994). A prototype 
building was created, that had typl.ca1 �h·ar�cteristics by �nalyz
ing _the layo�t . 5>f all the apartments iri . the �tUdy. Ex�mple 
apiirtnicnt chl:rractcristiCs included floor; area :register loca� 
tiohs; arid floor pfa.n. The'P'ilototype building �as used in the 
multizone airllow model COMIS 'tJ calcu1at� , ventilati6r{ 
D9ws'for the apai·tni1�1�ts for thr�e cases. The flfst case had no , 
f�rC,e� ai/sy�terii'iiinning and only hatura}, ve�tilati�n' (\Vind 
and stack effects )-this is .a reference case to which the other ff"j ;(, r ' > �·: J" ' • ' _  1 . , •• '1 ( 

cases are 'compared. The second case used measured cfuci .· 

sy�tem flows before the, ducts were r�trofitted. The third case 
used revised sY,ste� fl�ws b�sedori fueasureme�ts aftei' duct 
leaks in the" h'asem�nt were seaied. siiliu1atiori.s , �ere 
performed using COMIS on ail hourly basis for 'the wint�r 
(bee ember through Febru!ify ). Co*paririg the ��sults betwi;en 
the three cases allowed estimation dfthe impact of duct system 
leaks',on the ventilation rates (and, therefore, bui!Jding load) of 
these apartment buildings. · · · 

FIELD STUDY RESULTS 
·The followill.g:is;a ):irief summary of the; field)neasure

ments. Mor!?,details of these rneasurements were·presented in 
Walker et al. (1996). 
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D�ct $ystem apd Apartment.Characteristjcs 

Sketches were' made of apartment and 'building floof · 

plans, including register arid duct locations. The visible duct 
lengths and diameters were also recorded. All of the apart
ments were heated by natural gas furnaces located in the build
ing basements. The only exposed ductwork was in the 
bast:mei:1L, wit.h the'remainder;Uf Lhe duct systems in the wall 
and joist spaces. All but one 'of the buildings 'used a single 
furnace feedingfout'iipartmefrts, and this isthe configuration 
that'was used in the COMIS simulations: The duct systerns 
were similar i\:{ all' the aparfrnerrts, using uninsulated sheet 
metal for both supply and return. Ill several buildings, sections 
of the returns were ruri in joist spaces by put:tlng sheet-metal 
panning illong the bottom of thejoists. ' · 

· All of the systems had mor� s�pply d�6ts and registers 1 
than returns. The average pe\ apartfuent was fou/inipply regis-' ·• 
ter� ��d a single return register. The supply"r�gisters were 
located in ,the bf\throom, bedrooms; krid living'1rooms with 'i{ 
single return register in the living room (as shown in Figu�e 1 ). 
The imbalanc� pf supply and return registers indicates that the 
systelll flows will change the pressure differences between the 
rooms ill the apartments and between apartments within ili'e 
building. The supply register fibws 'ir�ay pressurize r�oi:ns 
containing supphes only relative to outside and other apart
ments in the building (particularly1'00ms containing"returns). 
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-f�ototype -�partment bu_il4,i1J,k.:-.. two story, '_' 
Jour apartrnents. The apdi·tme{lt building 
�a,s twoidenii�alflqors with a full basement 
'belOw •the flfsf floor. Ea�h floor and the 
bas�me�f: is 2);m high. ' . ,. 
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These potential imbalances can be poor from an indoor air 
quality persrttF.tive hecause they may create flows between 
apartments carrying moisture, odors�l�tc. 

Duct System Retrofit 

,, J'he retrofit prppedure cori.Siisted of sealiµg leaks 1in..both 
sur,ply and return ducts with i;nas,tic and t"pe and wr�pping 
the,gucts in foil-bac�ed glas&�fiber insul�ti9n (approximately 
50 mm [2 in.), thick). Some leaj<:s were loc�tyd by simple vis,ual 
inspection (e,.g'., large holes apqjoints between duct sections 
and ducts and plenums) an<l;;otJ;i,en;,by,us,ingsmoke stick� to 
vis-qalize the air le,'}kage. Th,eJ<?llowing are a couple of exam
ples of the large holes tha;t;.:w,yre found in these duct �ystems., 
In one system, .�\VO supply. qiJ.9ts had been cut off near the 
supply plenum arid had .been '1sealed" by stuffing glass-fiber •I'"" ··;• , ''"' . , 
insulation, int9 }he exposed stll,b end of the duct. In an�ther 
system, there w�s a disq�mn�9fod supply duct and ��o ope.11-
in�s in the retuni.' ducts that were 40 cm /2b cm (appro'X:i"..' 
mately 17 in. x 7 in.) andi.5 cm x 13 cm (appr�ximlitely 10 in'.' 
x? in.). The largetwks were sealed before a!}Y f,low meas�rp
ments were made because they were considered to be "reparr" '\ ' ): t� •· \ J 'J,'; f"' . '; 
of duct systems, rather than leak sealing. . ' 

I ) t, /'' .. � { � ! t 
" �· . 

Duct System l\fleasure�ents 

All of the following measurements were made before and 
after the ducts were sealed and insufat'ed (pre- and post-retro
fit). The airflows were measured at each register using a flow 
capture hood combined with a tan-assisted flowmeter. The fan 
assist allowed the fl.my measuremen,t to be corrected fdr any 
register and· leak flow chArlges due t� ·placing the flow hood 
and flowmeter over th� register. The uncertainty in the register 
measurements was limited by the flowmeter and was ±3% of 
the measured flow. The temperatures of the air flowing 
through the flowmeter were also measured.and were u�ed to 
convert the volume flows to mass flows,; for· input to the 
COMIS simulations. The operating pressure' diffe�ences 
between the ducts and their �µrroundings were measured; with 
typical operating pressures of about 50 Pa for most systems. 

The 'additional flow imbalances between the rooms in the 
conditioned space wiill �ystems having multiple supplies and 
few rehmits were studied by measuring some pressure differ
ences between rooms.and between the apartments and outside. 
However; fluctriatioris in weather conditions (primarily wind 
pressure changes) made interpretation of the results difficult 
because the magnitudes o'f the pressures resulting from the 
flow imbalances were the same as the-1Jressure fluctuations 
arisi�f from the w�ather. Also, the same average �eather 
cond�Hc{ns,wer.e\\requfred with the s_ystem on.and off so as to 
separate the effects of the distributl.on system from the natu
rally occurring press�re di:fferelJ.�g·�'<lue'to tile natural infiltra
tion flows. Without extensl\re in's,l:fumentation. and long-time 
data collection, the field measufement� �ere'riot able to reli
ably determine these effects. 
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Envelope and Interior Partition Leakage · 

The exterior envelope leakage' for 'apartm'.;nt'�alls (and 
ceili�gs for the sec�nd floor) was'dete�mi�ed frd�'the results 
of field tests us'i�g blower do�rs to pressurize apartments 
(NY SERDA 1994 ). Expressed as a 4 P�)eakage area, a typical 
result from the field tests of buildings similar to the on�s in this 
study was 6 cm2/m2 (O. l in.2/ft2). It was assumed thatthis leak
age was evenly distributed over:the envelope. In other words, 
there were no specific Ieak'agelocations (e.g., around doors or 
wmdows) on the envelope. The NYSERDA ( 1994) report 
(and othei"'&imilar field tests) shows th�t the interior partition 
leakage �dh at 4 Pa is typically 1 cm2/m2 (0.017 in.2/ft2). This 
interior partition leakage was also applied to the floors of the 
apartments and to the ceillrig of the s.econd floor apartnfonts. 
As with the exterior leakage, this intenbrpartition leakage was 
assumed to be evenly distributed over inferior surfaces. ,.r, 

For exterior leakage of the basement, a value of 3 d:h2/tri 
(0. 142 in.2/ft) of perimeter was used. Because some' of the 
basements in the field study were extremely leaky due to 
poorly fitting doonJ and windows, the simulations were 
repeated to det�rmiri� if having a leaky baserr\.�nt would affe'd i" \: . ! 

the results sigmficantly. The leaky basements ha:d ten times the 
leakage of �e regular basements (30 cm2/m [1.42 in. 2/ft]). !)i 
COMIS PROTOTYPE . 

uFigur� 1 shoi;s the: floorplan for t):ie prototype buildfng · 

that was bast1d 6.n th� apartment layou��,recorded,in the fi'J1d. 
The prototype had four apartments with two apartments each 
ori two floor�: The b�se�ent was all below grade but did have 
envelope l�aks' �o the outside through the leclks ar,ound the top 
of the ifou�dafi<jr1 wiµdow wells, and doors. The sin,gle return 
re gist�� for eac.h �partfuep,t.fy,aS in tre f!.oqr of t�� livin? room1 and the 'four supply regisfeiS"were in the living room, the two ;,, {�·.,,· r. • i.8'.,,.J�I,' ·· . . ; ;».· ; .' , � ··.. � 
bedrooms, and the bathroom. The two floors of the apartment 

,' ' "� :' ', . " ' .' - ( : ' , . J ' i .. ! ' . f .• : ' ' ; 
. , ' � b�ifdirig 'h�? ,�de11t,i.<;:al fl?o� pians, ·.and .. WP .bas,enient h�s tlle·, same footpriritbut h<..as no,iriteporpartitions: Th� cqnditidned ' 

fl9,or are� of tlie �part�e�ts;vas'�o. m2.<1?9 ft2) p,ef1aparbne11t ' 
for a total of 28ffm2 t3000 ft2) for the building. Note that thi's 
did,n�t include the stair�eli.�pifiaj1ways bfc'ause they,have i:iri 
regl'sters and are not heated directly. The' ceiling height for 
both0floors' ind thg ba��nien� was 2.5 m (8' ft). T6e opening in 
the· staircase ��tw��� �oqrs.���s 3.5 m2 :P8 ft2)::fhere were 
dom;undercu�� {)fj c,m (0.4ill.),between roow.s}n,the apart..: 
ment and between th� apartment 'and the hallwaf that were 
tY,pi�al O'f' the �ndercuis fotind)�,·'.the ,fl1eld. 'J;1ie simulat1qns 
were.repeated'ror� singl� y,ase'-with the'i�terior doors for,the 
bedrooms and bathrooms open. For all the' simulations; it'was 

\ . l 'J 1. ·. . '.. 1 assumed that the doors to the hallway rema11ied closed: Tliere 
was �·single bpen "doorway" between':tlie kitchen and the 
living room with no door in it. ' ti 

To obtain appropriate flow rates,fw,tbe CO.MIS prototype 
system, the flows were combined for ali the tested systems. 
The·:register' flows for all the apartrrieilt1hvere summed and 
e'x.pressed'in terms of'ffow per unit floof'area. The flbor area 
of the prototype building (280 m2 [3000 ft2]) was theri'used to 
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calculate the total flow for supply and return. The flow from 
each register was then determined by dividing the total supply 
flow by the number of supply registers (four in each of four 
apartments, totaling 16) and the number of return registers 
(one in each of the apartments,, totaling four). The flows are 
summarized in Table 1. 

--· 

TABLE 1 
Summary of Field Measurements and 

COMIS Simulation Register Flows 

Supply ·Return 
I ! ') 

Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Retrofit Retrofit Retrofit Retrofit -

Total supply flow for all 5.03 5.45 3.10 4.08 
apartments, kg/s (cfm) (8870) (9610) (5470) (719Q) 

Total floor area for all :1800 1800 1800 1800 
apartments, m2 (ft2) (19380) (19380) (19380) (19380) 

Flow, kg/sm2 (cfm per ft2) 0.0028 0:0030 0.0017 0.0023 
(0.458) (0.496) '(0.282) (0.370) 

Total prototype register 0.78 0.844 0.479 0.631 
flows for 280 m2 (1370) (1490) (846) (lll3) 

(3000 ft2) system, kg/s (cfm) , . 
Flow per prototype 0.Q49 0.053 0.120 0.157 
register, kg/s (cfm) (86) (93) (2'h) (278) ,___ ... ,: . . ; 

Leakage flows, to and from 0.064 - Q,:;151 -. 
prototype basement, (120),, (267) ,., 

kg/s (cfm) .._:_:____._._.._,_ 
COMIS was not used to inodel the duct system because 

the ducfsysterrts in these building�·were cotnpfox and'iliostly 
out of�iew and most of their characteristi:bs 'were unK.nown. 
Instead, the meastitefd regi:ster flow�'w'e�dncluded as source 
and sink ten;ns for e�ch apartment. Ir! addition, the basement 
also iricluded' source Md sirik'terms fdr leakage flows between 
the baseme'nt and the ducts, . , ; ' · 

The use of source and sink ternis'made the register and 
leakage flows constant throughout the simulations� It is possi
ble that weather-induc.ed pressures may :change system flows; 
however, .the systt<m pressures were between one and two 
orders of; magnitude greater than -the weather-induced pres-. 
sun:s. lherefun:; l11�wt:alherjmpact on lhe duct sys Lem flows 
was very smalJ,(on the order of 1% or less);1Given the uncer
tainties in flow meas1Jrement and the parametric nature (rather 
than case study) of the comparisons in this paper, it was 
acceptable to assuine1the forced ai.t system flows are doiistani. 

.. : The systemAeakage was split between leaks from the 
basement (that were sealecbby the n�trofit): and leaks. from 
outside (not repaired)� The implied assumpti9n ,used here was 
that the,duct syste:rp. leaks not. frotn the bas,ement are from 
outs,ide . .Some of these leaks "{)u,ld lwve been. to or from the 
interstitjal spaces in the building (flqor joist or wall stud cavi
ties) rather than to ·OUt�ide. Howev.er, without any knowledge 
of exact leak locations, theabove assumption w;as the simplest 
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method of dealing with the duct leaks. In addition, many of 
these interstitial spaces communicated indirectly with outside 
(e.g., open tops of wall cavities) and so the duct leak airflow 
may be to or from outside via these flow paths. There were 
energy-use implications for this assumption, but for the 
subject of changing envelope flows (and bearing in mind that 
we are not modeling an individual building, just doing a para
metric study) the assumption should be satisfactory. 

Figures 2a through 2c illustwe the register and duct leak
age flows used in the simulations. In these figures, the indicated 
register flows and envelope flows are totals for all four apartments. 
Assuming the same fan flow pre- and post-retrofit and that the 
post-retrofit supply flows are equal to the fan flow (0.84 kg/s 
[1490 cfm]), the difference between pre- and post-retrofit 
supply register flows (0.78 kg/s [1370 cfm]) was pre-retrofit 
supply leakage to the basement (0.06 kg/s [120 cfJn]). Simi
larly, for returns, the difference between pre- and post-retrofit 
register flows was the leakage from the basement (0.15 kg/s 
[267 cfm]). The post-retrofit remaining difference between 

envelope 
.,. 0.25 

t; .• ' 

envelope 
0.04 

.,, 
No Ducts \� 

.. Apartments , 

Basement 

l ·' ' 

• Figure 2a: Flow in through i!hvelope with forced air 
system not operating'. LAU flows in kg/s. 

Pre Retrofit · 

'i )j ,h':.1 
' ' Apartments'' envelope- . 

0.18 
0.78 0.48 . 

,, . I " t s��l'!r; .,,' ',' ,· I re�r� ' � �-lJ i 
. ��velope ; ·.,Basement . 
,,,,. 0.06 .. li ---�-t-- 0.21 

>--..:;_0.15 return leak , · ••. ·; 

return leak ', , from outside 

Figure 2b Envelope, register, and duct leakage flows, 
. · ' ' pre-�et1'.ofit. All flows·i� kg!s'. L ' l 
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envelope 
0.20 

Post Retrofit 

• Apartments 

0.84 
! ! 0.63 

t suppl; i rerurn 
i--en-ve-lo,..pe...,.. · · ;---.,,,B,_a_ s_e _m_e.- n,...t--'---i 

· 0.03 1!  . ,. '.,J;J!. 
I -Et.,---.,-!-- 0.21 

(fan flow=0.84 � �-� 

)' 

return leak fro1;tt outside 

Figure 2c Envelope, register, and duct leakage jlo#s, 
•:. 1post-retrofit. Al/flows in kg/s. n , ::i, ('''' .. 

supply and return register flows was return leakage from 
outside that is unchanged by the retrofit (0.21 kg/s [378 cfm]). 
This return leakage flow from outside was the flow that must 
be added to the..change in apartment envelope flows to obtain 
the total infiltration for the apartment building. 

The distributed leakage on the walls of the apartments 
(discussed in the measurements section) was modeled in 
CO MIS by splitting the total leakage for the wall into ten equal 
parts. These were then placed on the wall at ten equally ( verti
cally) spaced I6caftons. The floor and ceiling leaks were 
grouped together for each section of floor or ceiling into a 
single leak. The floor, ceiling, and walls were divided into 
sections bounded by the edges of the zone they form. Each 
room in the apartments acted as a zone, so that each apartment 
had five zones: two bedrooms, a bathroom, a living room, and 
a kitchen. Additional zones were the two hallw.ays (one on 
each floor) plus the basement,. for a total of 23 zop.es. Co�bin
ing all the zones. and the duct flows resulted inabout 400 flow 
paths to be solved by COMIS. 

The indoor temperatures used in the CO MIS calculations 
are fixed and are the same for every hour. Using the same 
temperatures for all the calcula:tiqt,J.s .wa:s"oorie for simplicity 
and because we are not simultaneously making heat transfer 
calculations. The apartments and hallways were at 20°C 
(68°F). The basement was cooler at 10°C (50°F) because it is 
unconditioned space and the field measurements made for this 
study indicat�d that this was a typical temperature for base
ments in the winter. Largevariations in l:i�sement temperature 
were found in.t)Je measurements because of different ventila
tion rates for basements (cold ones had-open doors to outside, 
for example) and different duct losses. Uhinsufat¢d and leaky 
ducts tended to "condition" the basement and make it warmer; 
however, a typical value was us�d so as pot to compli�ate (or 
bias) the modeling by using extreme values. 

, . : !. . I :·.·. �··) 
For simplicity, the.fan was assi.mied't'o operate all of the 

time (i.e., no on-time �eighting ha� b�en applied). It would 
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have required a considerably more sophisticated analysis · 
(including a thermal analysis of the building) to determine 
fractional on-times and weigh the results appropriately. ' ') •, ·, ) 

Wind Pressure Coefficients and Weather Data .: 

The wind pressure coefficients were taken from the 1989 

ASHRAE Handbook-Fundamtmtals, chapter 14 (ASHRAE 
1989), where wind pressure data are given every 45 degrees of 
wind direction. These data were input to COMIS for use in 
calculating wind pressures on the building. To account for 
differentwi.nd pressures on each face of the building, the exte
rior walls of each zone were treated separately for each face. 

The we�ther dat�0were taken from TMY files for Albany, 
N.Y., and the city of New York. These two cities both had 
different winter climates, with New York being 9.5°C ( l  7°F) 
wa.nner than Albani'at 99% design conditions (ASHRAE 
1997) but with higher wind speeds. The COMIS simulations 
were performed for :each hour of the winter (December 
through February) so that. a wide range of temperature differ
ences, wind speeds, and wind cijrections (and combinations of 
all these) were reflected in the results rather than a few special 
configuratiotts: '' 1 

RESULTS . 

Jn the &�alysis of the COMIS results, both the inflow 
throi.igh the�building envelope �nd the total building inflow 
including return duct leaks are' given. This separation was 
,done because· the impact of air infiltration changes on energy 
use of the building may be calculated two ways: 
1. If a duct efficiency model i11,useq, tb.e return leaks count as 

a,.r!X1qctiori in,p}stribu��n s�stem efficiency (�,g;, prqposed 
ASBRAE Stiyidard 1.52.P [ASHRAE 1998] and Francjsco 

, and Pal?riter [11998]),��' the net cpange tp enxelppe flow i�. 
needed .to accoun,t for changes .in infiltration . load. This. 'j 'J . . . ,,• ·, l' • h J ,,, ·1·' . ,' .. . > � • •  

prevents,�o)l,b,l�:countin,!?1 p� the !etum duct lea]\ �f-fe�.t· ,· 
2. For basic infiltration load calculations, the: tota:lincluding 

return lealp; is r,eq9iJ;ed'. " , 
r'fhe infiltration for all ifour apartments has been added 

togethetto obtain the.total<infiltration into the apartments. In 
the following: discussion, the infiltration refeFs to flow into the 
apartments or basement only. In the following tablesi, nhe infil- ·. 

tration rates inkg/s:ai:e alsoipresented in terms.of aif;changes' 
per .lr<lJur1l(ACH)'by dividing by the apartment1or basement 
volume ant\Lm.r densit� and multiplying �y 3600 s/h. · i' 

._;, '1 ! ·1.>1 l 
CASE 1-Change in Envelope Flow Only 

Table 2 and Figures 2£il through 2c show•that the operation 
of the duct system reducesithe infiltration rates througl'i"the, 
building envelope\ The reduction in en'vdope inflow wai �bout 
30% ill the precrettofit case1and 22% in 1thtfpost-retrofit case. 
The retrofit, therefore� ii1<1:rca8cd the infiltration ratc'hy ahOut 
8% compared to the pre-retrofit case. This implies an1iticrease 
in infiltration ldad for the apartments due to'the retrofit'for this' 
case, Table 2- also shows how the excess return: ieakage in the 
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°'' TABLE 2 
Apartment and Basement Infiltration Rates for Winte� Conditions 

Reduction in Apart- H,�duction in Apart-
>-. " ment Infiltration Due ment Infiltration Due 

Basement All Apartments to Duct System to Duct Syste� 
Location Duct Configuration kg/s (cfm) [ACH] kg/s (Cfl,ll) [ACH] kg/s (cfm) [ACH] % 
Albany No Ducts 0.04 (70) [0.38] 0.22 (390) [0.94] - -

Albany Pre-Retrofit . 0.06 (105) [0.61] 0.15 (265) [0.64] 0.'07 (125) td'.30] 32 

Albany Post-Retrofit 0.03 (50) [0.34] 0.17 (300) [0.72] 0.05 (90) [0.23] .,,. 4;3. 
New York No Ducts 0.04 (70) [0.40] 0.25 (440) [l.09] j.) .- , -

New York Pre-Retrofit 0.06 (105) [0.60] 0.18 (315) [0.78] 0�07 (125) [0.31] 28 

New York'', Post-Retrofit 0.03 (50) [0.37] 0.20 (35q) [0.85] 0.05 (90) [0.24] ,20 

basement in the pre-retrofit case increased the basement infil� Infiltration for' Separate Apartments 
tration rate. The basement had a slightly lower infiltration rate The CO MIS results have, fllso been analyzed on an apart-
in the post-retrofit case compared to no ducts because there are ment-by-apap:ment basis, r�ther than the average overall four 
no duct leaks in the basement and the apartments are pressur- apartments, as given in Tables 2 and 3. The standard deviation 
ized relative to the basement due.to remaining excess return of the average infiltration.' fiom apartmerif to a�artment was 
leaks from outside (resulting in greater supply than return about 10%. This resultlhowed that all the apartments have 
flows). Therefore, the basement had air flowing into:it from similar infiltlation rates so that th6re are db large imbalances 
the apartments above, which acts to reduce its infiltration rate. between apartments. A strong stack effect Would have made The aparlrnenl envelope inflow was higher in New York lhan _ the infiltration for the first floor apartments significantly 
Albany because of the slightly more extreme climate in terms .�: : great.e�1than for t:J:iir.��.�cond floo.�.apartments. Therefore, the 
of windspeed. 

. 
natural infiltration was dominated by wind effects (with the 

CASE 2-Ch!'!ng� in Total Inflow� . 
Including Ft'et'urn leaks 

· 

,·-H 

Table 3 shows that the leaky duct system's net effect \Vas 
to increase total infiltration for the building. l:p, addition, the 
retrofit actcdTo reduce this extra ventilation by about one-half. 
The leaks in the pre.-retrofit duct: �yste� increased the-total 
quilding infiltration by about 125%, rrior� !haj1dqubling the 
infiltration. The additiQnal infiltration was reduced)o about 
70% by the basement leak-sealing �etrofit Th� t!1trofit 
reduced the infiltration rate by about d.6:ACHcompiired to. fue. 
pre-retrofit case. ·. ' 

duct system off) and by the combination of the duct system and 
wind effects when the system is operating. This result was also 
significant because·,it implies that on-time weighting would 

' not have changed the result due to0the weak dependence on 
outdoor temperature. 

· Effect of Open Interior Doors 
'Open bedro9m and bathroon\doors_<:;�n act to reduc:e the 

pressure differences generated by fpoms having supply or 
return registers only� To test for the magnitude of this effect, 
COMIS was also.run with these interior d�ors open for Janu
ary in Alb1il}y.]'he·net'effect was small,i with only a 6% reduc-

TABL![!:3r 
Apartment Infiltration Ratea'for"Wmter Conditions Including Duct·System Leakage Flows 

--- . ·�- ---'------�""----·-� ____ ..,._. _______ .:.__. ----- -�---::_.�-_::�-- :.::-:-. -· _-- :..._:.:i: __ �-----·---- ------ .,. -·- - -· -··· 
u: '·,!. ·' !_;)..''' __ ,,;:r.;_; / ·i .,; ·� J ·: !.'. ·,_ � Increase in Building lncl'ease in Building (Y .· )� �7:'1'.JL '· --; }'j' < ,  •. ;!'!f: IL'. '.All Apartments + Duct Infiltration Due to Infiltration Due to 

' � i· �;;, _ . . · All Apartments• System Infiltration ,:;· Duct System Duct System 
Location Dm:_t CoJ!figuration,'' _kg/s{cf.in) [ACsHt _kgfs (cfm) [ACl!l' · t·:_kg/s (cfJ!l) [ACHJ'· ' % ' �- :-

'' 
.. 

Albany No Ducts 0._22 (390) [0,94J - - \;., -

Albany Pre-Retrofit ' 0.15 (265) [0.641 o.51 (900) r2.2\)L 0.29 (510) [1.26] 135 .. 

Albany Post-Retrofit 0.17 (300) [0.72] 0:38 (670) [1.63] --· 
0:J6 (280) [0.70] 74 ·q 

' .  

New York No Ducts 0.25 (440) [1.09] - . . , - - •( 

·---· .. 
New York Pre-Retrofit 0.18 (�20) [0.78] 0.55 (970)[�,�4] (l,29 (510) [1.25] 115 ··-

New York Post-Retrofit 0!1,_0 (350) [0.85] . 0.41 (720)Jl.76] " .. 0. t,� (280) [0.68] 62 
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tion in total envelope flows with the doors open compared to 
the above results with all interior doors dt5shd.' 

Effect of Leaky B,�sement 

Estimate of Changes to Building Heating Load 
\ ' / ,  

A sirhplc method was applied here that used seasonal on-
time; weighted outdoor temperatures for New York of 0.5°C 
(33°F) for outside air and a typical measured basement 
temperature 0f 10°C ( 40°F) to estimate the energy losses asso
ciated with the changes in envelopeJlow and the return duct 
leakage. In each case, these results were relative to the build-

. ing with the system not operating. · 

Pre-retrofit, therewas a reduction in flow through the 
envelope with an associated reduc�ion in infiltration load of 
1400 W (4.8 kBtu/h). The return leak from the basement 
i:nore than canceled this out,.with an added load of 1500 W 

Tfte following results are for the simulations with the 
basemegt_ ten times more leaky.':fh� 'major effects' wet� 
increased basement ventilation and a change in the flow 
through the basement ceiling (the :floor of the first floor apart
ments). The leakier basement experienced l�ss pressure differ
ence across'its boundaries because of its increased leakagl:l 'i:o 
outside. Table 4 shows how the operation of the duct system 
in a leaky basement increased basement leakage, by about a 
factor of 4,' and reduced the infiltration r�tes into the apart� 
rhents, but only by about 5%. The reduction in infiltration was_ 
about 33% in the pre-retrofit.7,ase and 22% in th�Jil

ost-retrof?:h , 
case. The retrofit, therefore, increased the infiltration rate by 
about 11 % compared to the pre-retrofit case, a sfightly larger 
change than for the less leaky ba§ements discussed above. �-,·-.- ' 'r• 

The totai' fH:filtrat�on flows, in,c,lurJ�ng the syste� leakage', 
are shown in Table 5. Table 5 shows tpat the leaky basement 
changed the infilµ-<1;t_ion rat�s by only a few percent compared 
to the standard basement results shown in Table 3r ,, . . 

. 

' (5.1 k:Btu/h). The return leaks from outside added another 
4200 W (14.3 kBtu/h) to the building load, for a net effect of 
an increase of 4300 W (14.7 kBtu/h). Aftenealing the base
ment duct leaks, the envelope load was decreased by 970 W 
(3.3 kBtu/h), with the same;4200 W (14.3 kBtu/h) additional load 
from outside, for a net increase in load of 3200 W (11 kBtu/h). 
Note that this did not account for reduced losses due to sealing 
the supply leaks or changes in_ conductive losses from the duct 
system. 

';l 

Location 

Albany 

Albany 

Alb,any 

NewtYork 

New York 

New York. 

Location 

Albany 

Albany 

Albany 

New York 

New York 

New York 

Recalculating these losses using the 99% design temper
ature fromASHRAE {1997) of -9°C (16°F) resulted ,in an I.I ,· ·.·� � �l 

TABLE 4 
' '!'')•' 

Apartment and L::eaky Basement Infiltration Rates for Winter Conditions 
., l. ' ,.. 

t 11i' j ·IC' ' " 

,;)·::'.' 
" '·! J 

' 1Basement . ,
,

, 

: , Duct Configuration kg/s (cfm) [ACH] 

No Ducts 0.21 (370) [1.5'7] 

Pre-Retrofit ., , l� · 0.24 (42(!) 'l.80·1, ,· 

�9�H�etrof\t, 0.20 (3�0) [1.53] 

No Ducts <om (480) [2.D4J ! 

'. t 

1), All Apartments 
kg/s (cfm) [�CH] 

1;,0.21 (370)l0.90F 

; > 9.14 (250) [0.'58] I. 
. '" ' ., . ., - . 

,, 

., " 

0.16 (280).[Q.?OL .. 

0.25 (440) [1.05]" 

Reductic;m in Apart-
ment Infiltration Due 

to Duct System 
,J<@fs (cfm) [ACH] 

!.n - ; "·1 
'6'.07, (125) [0.32) 

· '  < ,  

( '  
0;05. (90) [0.20] 

" •f, " 
" ,:_ :1. ,J1!'1 

"/L 

Reduction in Apart-
· m�nt Infiltration Due 
·•· ' to Duct System 

" % 
-

" "· 
35 

' , , \
• 22 ;, • ,  

- !f:{'1! 
' �re-Retrofit 

i 
' 

0.11 (3(){)J to. 121 • 0.0S;(l�o)'(b.3�J. 
. r: ., 

' 

036 (5�0) T2.23J. 32 
" .. ,,,. 

Post-Retrofit 0.27 (48Q) [2.00] 0.19 (335) [0.83] 0.05 (90) [0.23] 

TAB,1.,1; 5"; 

,. 

;-,,21 
. ' 
' 

' ,  . " 

Apartment lt;!filtration f1at�$1l.o� Winter Conc,ti�j()ns lnclud;ng Du�t System Lea�age Fle>w� 

·1 •;J, ·; 11..iJ;,c, .:r1.;•. .,iwi ,, �ll.1\partments+Duct 
u ! . ; ; 1, , A.II Apartm�I\ts-11,; \ Syi;tem InfiltraUQ!'.l,,; 

Duct Colifigµr,ation:,, ; J<gls (cfm) [�<;H] �kg/s (cfm) [A�H] 1 
. . 

No Ducts 

Pre-Retrofit 

Post-Retrofit. 

No Ducts 

Pre Retrofit 

Post-Retrofit 
. ---· ·· -·· 

<' 
» � 

"' 

' 

... 

0.21 (370) [0.90] 
--T· 

0.14 (250) [0,5�] 
.,, 

01�6 (280) [0.70] 
·--· r 

0.25 (440) [1.05] 
. . .. -··-·-·· 

. o,p (300) [0.721 
--- -·· ·· -·-··· 

0.19 (335) [0.83] 
' 

.. 

- ;· 

0.50 (880) [2.1,S] 
-

0.38 (670) [1.62] 
-

i· 0.53 (930) [2.29] 

0.41 (720) [1.75] 
' •' 

Increase in Building 
Infiltration Due to 

, Duct System 
�g/s,( cfm) [AG.ff] :i .• 

-.-·--

-

0.29 (510) [1.24J 

0,17 (300) [0.71] 
-

.<. 0.29 (510) [1.23] " : 
,.. 

.Q.16 (280) [1.69] .!. 

Increase in Building 
Infiltration Due to 

Duct System 
;?, % !.! ; .. H:.J 

'• ' "  

-
'" 

I 138 

79 ,
. 

----· 

-

11 7 

l 66 
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increase in load of 6400 W (22 kBtu/h) pre-retrofit and 4800 W 
(16 kBtu/h) post-retrofit. Note that the basement temperature 
used for these design condition calculations was 5°C ( 41°F) so 
that it was halfway between indoor and outdoor conditions 
Gust as for the seasonal temperature calculations above). 

To put these losses into perspective, the capacity of the 
furnace (based on measured plenum temperatures and fan flow) 
was about 40 kW (135 kBtu/h). Assuming 60% oversizing gave 
an apartment building load of about 25 kW (85 kBtu/h). There
fore, the infiltration losses due to the duct system represented 
about 26% of the load on the building (pre-retrofit) and 
consumed about 16% of the system capacity at design condi
tions. 

SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Field measurements in eight apartment buildings in New 

York State were used to characterize a prototype building fur 
use in CO MIS simulations. The prototype building had a floor 
plan and duct layout based on typical duct systems. The regis
ter and duct leakage flows were based on the average of 
measured flows from the field study. The prototype building 

was used in the COMIS multizone infiltration model to calcu
late hourly infiltration rates in New York City and Albany, 
New York The effects of the duct system operation were 
determined by averaging infiltration rates for the winter 
months (December, January, and February). Three cases were 
simulated: no duct system, pre-retrofit duct flows, and post
retrofit duct flows. The difference between the pre- and post
retrofit duct flows was that the post-retrofit case had no duct 
leakage to or from the basement. 

The simulation results show that the duct system leakage 
results in reductions in flow through the envelope (by up to 
30% ). However, if the return leaks are included to obtain the 
total inflow of outside air into the building, the operation of the 
duct system more than doubles the infiltration rate. After the 
basement duct leakage was sealed, the extra infiltration was 
approximately halved to about 70% of the infiltration with the 
system off. Increasing basement leakage or opening interior 
doors did not have a significant effect on the added infiltration, 
and neither did the change in climate from New York to 
Albany. 

These large changes in infiltration rate significantly 
increased the winter infiltration heating load for these build
ings by about 26% at design conditions (reduced to 19% by 
sealing basement duct leaks). Note that this load increase was 
for infiltration only and does not include the effects of supply 
duct leakage or conductive losses from the ducts. 
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